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**Abstract**

The ASQS, a knowledge base software tool, assists software acquisition managers which specify software quality requirements. In the consultation mode, questions are presented to the acquisition manager in terms related to the mission area of interest. Answers are transformed by ASQS into tailored quantitative quality goals based on the thirteen software quality factors of the RADC software quality framework. The current version supports the Intelligence and Satellite mission areas.

ASQS serves the purpose of transitioning the software quality specification methodology found in the RADC final report RADC-FS-85-37, Vol II (of three), "Specification of Software Quality Attributes - Software Quality Specification Guidebook", into use in the DOD acquisition process. In so doing, it reduces the amount of time and the expertise required to specify meaningful software quality goals. It bridges the gap between software quality concepts and terminology and the system needs and terminology understood by the acquisition manager.
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ASOS was developed using DOD-STD-2167 dated June 1985. The tool is decomposed into five top level functions: 1) user interface to implement the window interface, 2) ranker which ranks the quality factors and criteria in priority order, 3) quantifier which generates numeric factor requirements based on an evaluation of the tailored framework, 4) assessor which assesses compliance of the measurements as compared to the required framework, and 5) administrator which handles all administrative functions such as user access and security. The ASQS has been designed to interface with the Quality Evaluation System (QUES) which evaluates the quality of a software system. A tailored framework with quality goals is transported to QUES from the quantifier function. Measurements by QUES are then transported to the assessor function to assess compliance with goals after each life cycle phase.

Features have been implemented to support tool usability. Windows, menus and use of a mouse help make ASQS user friendly. Generic systems for each mission area have been decomposed into functions. For the decompositions of the Intelligence and Satellite areas, rule sets have been developed and tailored. These can be used as references and copied in part to a new system being developed. Other features which have been incorporated include capturing the rationale behind all elements of the quality specification, recording the history of all changes, identifying the location of problems during assessment, and allowing the generation of what if scenarios by changing answers to questions and functional decomposition. Consideration of software quality requirements is now feasible as early as concept exploration and changes to the original and subsequent specifications can be recorded through post deployment.
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1. SCOPE

The identification, purpose and introduction are presented in the following sub-sections.

1.1 Identification

This Operational Concept Document describes the mission of the Assistant for Specifying the Quality of Software (ASQS -- pronounced "asks") and its operational and support environments. It also describes the functions and characteristics of the computer system within the overall system. The Assistant for Specifying the Quality of Software, which will be referred to throughout this document as the Assistant, is sponsored by the Rome Air Development Center (RADC/COEE) under contract number F30602-86-C-0157.

1.2 Purpose

The Assistant serves the purpose of transitioning the Specification Of Software Quality Attributes Guidebooks (Vol. I-III) [SPECSQ] and associated quality methodology into use in the DoD acquisition process. By automating Volume II, the Assistant reduces the amount of time and expertise required to specify meaningful software quality goals. The Assistant bridges the gap between software quality concepts, terminology, system needs, and terminology understood by DoD acquisition managers.

1.3 Introduction

This document is intended to give readers an understanding of the capabilities of the Assistant and an understanding of how these capabilities allow acquisition managers to specify quality by engaging in a dialogue with the Assistant in which the manager supplies system-specific characteristics and needs and the Assistant fills in the software quality concepts and methods.

The mission needs, and primary and secondary missions are described in Sections 3, 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. The essence of the mission is to make the software quality specification technology available to managers who are not experts in software quality technology. Section 3.4 (Operational Environment) provides a profile of the Assistant's users. Section 3.5 provides a description of the support environment.
The system functions that support the specification of software quality are described in Section 4.1. These functions are based on the Specification of Software Quality Guidebooks (Vol. I-III) [SPECSQ] and several enhancements developed by DRC in the Guidebook Validation tasks (Contract F19628-84-D-0016, Tasks 80025 and 80073). Several important computer system functions, which provide general capabilities for supporting a variety of the system functions, are described in Section 4.2.

The user interaction is described in Section 4.3. The user interaction is presented in the form of a hypothetical scenario, illustrated by snapshots of the monitor. The scenario is intended to clarify how the Assistant is used. It does not represent a specification of the user interface.

Computer system characteristics are described in Section 4.4. A glossary is provided in Section 5.
2. REFERENCED DOCUMENTS


3 MISSION

This section describes the need for the Assistant and the primary and secondary missions. The section concludes with a description of the operational and support environments.

3.1 Mission Need Requirements

"Software is a critical and major component of DoD systems. The generation and continuous improvement of this software to meet changing DoD requirements has become a major factor in the fielding of systems needed to meet Service missions. All too often software suffers from low quality, long deployment times, and high development and support costs. The highly complex systems of the future are likely to make even greater demands." [SEEEOCD]

The software produced for DoD systems must demonstrate a variety of software quality factors, such as reliability, maintainability, portability, and flexibility, as well as cost-effectiveness. Meeting these goals requires rigorous techniques for selecting appropriate quality factors, balancing quality levels and cost, specifying goals, and evaluating achieved quality.

RADC has developed a definition of software quality and an increased understanding of the relationships among the factors that make up software quality. The Specification of Software Quality Attributes Guidebooks (Vol. I-III) [SPEC5Q] provide acquisition managers with a methodology to consider, balance, specify and evaluate software quality requirements. This methodology involves identifying quality goals, considering interrelationships, considering costs, and selecting and specifying quality criteria. The quality goals provide the baseline against which to evaluate quality, and the target of convergence for the iterative process of evaluating and improving quality, as shown in Figure 3.1-1.

Figure 3.1-1 shows the methodology in two major parts: software quality specification and software quality evaluation. Specification is the responsibility of software acquisition managers and includes specifying software quality requirements and assessing compliance with those requirements. The specification guidebook (Volume II) provides procedural guidance. The results are documented in a Software Quality Specification Report and in the Software Requirements Specification. Evaluation is the responsibility of data collection and analysis personnel and includes applying software quality metrics to products of the development cycle, assessing product quality levels, and reporting results. The evaluation guidebook (Volume III) provides procedural guidance. The results are documented in a Software
Quality Evaluation Report. Section 4.0 of Volume I provides an overview of these processes.

Transitioning the Guidebooks into DoD systems development is an important part of realizing the benefits of the methodology. Unfortunately, software quality technology is a difficult technology to transform into use. Several factors contribute to this:

- The Specification Guidebook requires a substantial time investment to learn and to apply. Applying the Specification Guidebook effectively requires knowledge of software quality concepts and methods (including factors, criteria, metrics, metric-elements, interrelationships, tailoring, weighting, etc.), in addition to knowledge of the mission area and system specifics. Individuals who are responsible for high-level management and quality issues often do not have time to familiarize themselves with the more technical aspects of quality. Also, significant experience applying the Specification Guidebook is required before it can be used effectively.

- The data collection and evaluation process is labor intensive and costly.

The costliness of data collection and evaluation is addressed by the development of the QUality Evaluation System (QUES) to automate the collection and evaluation process. The other factors are addressed by the Assistant for Specifying the Quality of Software.
FIGURE 3.1-1  The Software Quality Specification Methodology Allows Acquisition Managers To Control Software Quality
3.2 Primary Missions

The primary mission of the Assistant is to make the Software Quality Specification Methodology accessible to DoD acquisition managers. The elements of this mission can be summarized as follows:

- Assist acquisition managers in selecting appropriate software quality factors and in balancing quality levels and cost tradeoffs. Interact with the acquisition manager to translate his perception of the system characteristics and needs into required software quality factors.

- Assist acquisition managers in selecting the required software characteristics needed to achieve the software quality factor goals. Interact with the acquisition manager to translate his perception of the system characteristics and needs into required software characteristics (criteria, metrics, metric-elements, and weightings).

- Assist acquisition managers in determining the potential effect of different system characteristics and development approaches on software quality factor goals. For example, determine the effect of a particular DOD-STD-2167A tailoring on the expected quality.

- Assist acquisition managers in assessing compliance of software with the specified quality goals.

The Assistant automates the software quality knowledge, specification methods, and the process of relating these to the mission area and system-specific knowledge. This allows users to specify software quality based on their knowledge of the mission area and system characteristics, without requiring them to develop and apply expert skills in software quality concepts and methods. The Assistant is an expert system in the sense that it provides the expertise of a software quality expert.

The Assistant allows users to develop a first-level quality specification in a short period of time (a few hours) and refine the specification throughout the program life as required. It permits specification prior to full-scale development, including concept exploration, and demonstration and validation.
The Assistant allows users to tailor the framework to their program without becoming embroiled in metric-level details. It plays the role of an expert who translates the user's high-level system characteristics and needs into low-level software characteristic requirements and presents the results in the user's high-level system requirements language.

Tailoring the framework to the characteristics of the program is essential because it allows the acquisition manager to obtain scores that are based only on applicable and relevant software characteristics. Without tailoring, the manager obtains scores that are biased by characteristics which are either not applicable (N/A), or not relevant to the system needs (i.e., they are added into the overall score). For example, the score for Application Independence may be biased too low because database management system independence is scored by the evaluators as a zero, when it should have been N/A because there is no database (this is an evaluation error that can occur when tailoring is not performed properly). Another possibility is that Application Independence is biased by database management system independence, when the database management system is intentionally specified by the acquisition team to be non-interchangeable.

If metric scores are biased by non-applicable or irrelevant characteristics, acquisition managers will lose confidence in the benefits of software quality metrics. Comparisons of metric scores between projects can be facilitated by providing the capability to add omitted metric scores into the overall scores upon request.

The capability to specify software quality requirements in terms of software characteristics is essential to the future goal of developing contractually binding software quality requirements. For most software quality factors, the observed quality rates (see Table 3.1-2. Quality Factor Ratings of the Guidebook), are dependent on two aspects: characteristics of the software itself, and characteristics of the environment in which the factor is observed. For example, maintainability rates are dependent on the effectiveness of the organization that maintains the software. Because of this consideration, contractual requirements for the maintainability rates are unlikely to be legally binding, particularly when the maintenance organization differs from the developer. However, requirements to meet specific software characteristics that have a direct impact on maintainability can clearly be levied on the development contractor. The Assistant allows users to specify those software characteristics based on acquisition concerns. The Assistant also provides the capability to graph relationships between software characteristics and observed quality rates once such data becomes available.
3.3 Secondary Missions

The secondary missions of the Assistant are, 1) to capture the history of selections, decisions and their rationale provided by software quality specifiers, and 2) provide an environment for viewing observed quality rates. The elements of these missions can be summarized as follows:

- Capture selections, decisions, rationale, and the outcome of decisions to contribute to the rationale for the software quality specification at a given stage in the program life cycle.

- Capture selections, decisions, rationale, and the outcome of decisions to contribute to specifications for future programs.

- Capture selections, decisions, rationale, and the outcome of decisions to contribute to software quality research and enhancement of the specification methodology.

- Allow users to view observed quality rates and their relationship to specified and achieved quality for programs with characteristics similar to their own.

The Assistant provides for the capture of domain knowledge about software quality concerns which spans the range of DoD applications and systems. The captured knowledge resulting from the application of the Assistant can be reviewed by software quality researchers for incorporation into the baseline specification methodology (see Figure 3.3-1).
Figure 3.3-1. The Assistant Provides A Mechanism For Capturing Knowledge About Software Quality.
3.4 Operational Environment

The Assistant is a desk-top-based workstation used in an office environment. The system is used to help in project control and planning for software quality issues. Although the system is most effective for mission critical software, it can be an effective tool for specification of software quality for all types of systems. It will be shared by multiple users on multiple projects during all phases of the system acquisition life cycle (i.e., Concept Exploration, Demonstration and Validation, and Full Scale Development).

3.4.1 User Profile

The Assistant is flexibly designed to support a diverse user base. The system is used very early in the acquisition cycle (prior to Full Scale Development) by member(s) of the Computer Resources Working Group (CRWG) to aid in performing a software quality engineering study.

Figure 3.4-1 outlines the Assistant's role in performing specification of software quality engineering studies during the Concept Exploration phase. System needs and quality concerns are used as inputs, resulting in preliminary software goals. This figure also shows how the software quality engineering study interacts with other ongoing engineering studies. For example, if one of the engineering studies is to determine system quality factors, this information would be used by the Assistant during the software quality engineering study (i.e., translation of system quality factors into software quality factors). The Assistant supports this type of interaction by utilizing information from a multitude of areas in the form of rules and accompanying rationale.

Figure 3.4-2 outlines the Assistant's role during the Demonstration and Validation phase. The results of earlier work, if available, are used as input. Refinements to the goals are made based on additional knowledge about the system. During this phase, engineering studies, prototypes, and additional planning occur. If a prototype is developed during this phase, the full range of the Assistant's capabilities are applicable.

After a SPO has been chosen, the project acquisition manager will use the Assistant to help identify system and software functions, identify important factors and criteria, specify factor rankings and goals, and evaluate the impact that tailoring of both DOD-STD-2167A and the Volume II worksheets has on quality.
Data collection and analysis personnel can use information such as system and software functions, quality goals, tailoring information, evaluation and criteria weighting formulas as input to the Quality Evaluation System, which will assist in the data collection and evaluation process.

Later in the life cycle, as actual evaluation of the software is performed, acquisition managers can use the results of evaluation as input to the Assistant to prepare an Assessment of Compliance Report, which documents details regarding the identification of quality deficiencies, tracking of quality trends, and, if necessary, updating of the initial factor goals.
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Figure 3.4-1. Specification of Software Quality During The Concept Exploration Phase.
Figure 3.4-2. Specification of Software Quality During The Demonstration and Validation Phase.
Independent Validation and Verification (IV&V) personnel use the Assistant to obtain information about the specified factor goals and framework tailoring. IV&V personnel can also use the Assistant as an aid in assessing compliance. The reports automatically prepared by the assistant can then be forwarded to the acquisition manager along with other IV&V-type reports.

After a contract has been awarded, a development contractor can use the Assistant to assess and evaluate the factor goals. This provides the contractor with the capability of developing their own interpretation of the decisions/information leading to the goals. Differences in interpretation of the goals should be resolved in a series of meetings and recorded as history as soon as possible after contract award.

3.4.2 Relationship Between DOD-STD-2167A and the Assistant

When researching operational concepts, the relationship between the Assistant and DOD-STD-2167A was examined. DOD-STD-2167A presents one problem, since Paragraph 10.2.5.6 of the Software Requirements Specification (SRS) states that quality factor requirements should be specified for each Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI). The Rome Air Development Center (RADC) Software Quality Specification methodology, on which the Assistant is based, states that quality factor requirements should be specified for each identified function.

In this context, the word 'function' may be misleading. The Assistant, and the RADC methodology do not prevent the user from identifying functions that directly correspond to CSCI's. This way the conflict can be resolved.

3.4.3 Relationship Between Proposed DOD-STD-2168 and the Assistant

Proposed DOD-STD-2168 mandates the formation of a quality evaluation plan. Details of this plan are documented in the Software Development Plan (SDP) or a separate Software Quality Program Plan (SQPP). Since the Assistant is a very useful tool for specification of software quality prior to Full Scale Development, the activities associated with proposed DOD-STD-2168 will normally take place after those of the Assistant. However, if both are performed concurrently, no conflicts exist. Use of the Assistant should be documented in the SQPP or SDP.
3.5 Support Environment

If multiple systems are deployed at various government or industry locations, then a combination of centralized and local support is envisioned. Local changes to the Assistant's knowledge base will be performed by a local system administrator. In order for the Assistant to gain knowledge and grow, information (in the form of rules, rationale, and facts), should be periodically extracted from all operational Assistant knowledge bases. Permission to extract this information should be established as part of the agreement to use the Assistant. This information should then be assimilated, filtered, and combined into one knowledge base. This process is optimally administered by a centralized support methodology, where a government agency, or government representative, such as the Data Analysis Center for Software (DACS/RADC/COED), collects and assimilates the information and sends updates to all active sites. Procedures and forms for extracting this information should be established by the administrative agency/representative. Ideally, this organization would also be responsible for maintenance of the Assistant.

3.5.1 Hardware Support

Since all hardware is commercial-off-the-shelf, support necessary for maintenance of system hardware components can be handled by the original vendor.

3.5.2 Software Support

For commercial-off-the-shelf system components, error fixes and updates will be handled by the original software vendor. Support for the developed software base (other than knowledge base enhancements) is to be determined.

3.5.3 Software Required

No additional software is necessary for the support and maintenance of the system.

3.5.4 Equipment Required

No additional equipment is necessary for the support and maintenance of the system.
3.5.5 Facilities Required

No customer facilities are necessary for the support and maintenance of the system.

3.5.6 System Administrator Requirements

In order for effective system support, a system administrator position should be established at each installation site. The system administrator is responsible for maintaining system security, by setting up accounts and passwords for the Assistant. The system administrator is also responsible for assuring that users cannot alter specification data without authorization. In addition, administration of both centralized and local changes to the knowledge base should be handled by the system administrator.
4. SYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS

The system functions provided by the Assistant to support the specification process are described in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 describes general functional capabilities that support a variety of the major system functions. User interaction is described in Section 4.3.

4.1 System Functions

The major system functions, shown in Figure 4.3-2, are described in Sections 4.1.1 (Rank Factors And Criteria), 4.1.2 (Quantify Factors), and 4.1.3 (Assess Compliance) respectively.

4.1.1 Rank Factors and Criteria

To rank factors and criteria the Assistant guides the user with the following subprocesses:

1. Identify application/functions
2. Assign factor and criteria rankings
3. Revise rankings based on interrelationships
4. Revise rankings based on costs.

These steps are illustrated in Figure 4.3-3. Step 1 is designed to help the user select an application area and decompose the system into a usable set of functions, for which quality requirements can be specified. Step 2 helps the user decide on the importance of the factors and criteria by taking into account quality considerations from a wide range of areas, such as: environment, application, and development characteristics. The final two steps are designed to help the user update the initial rankings, if necessary, based on considering the interrelationships between the factors (e.g., shared criteria), and the cost of achieving the specified factor rankings (Step 4). The revision of rankings based on costs includes an assessment of the cost of the rankings.
4.1.1.1 Identify Application/Functions

The purpose of this step is to identify each function which has separate quality requirements (See Section 4.1.1 of Volume II). When identifying the functions, certain guidelines regarding cost, level of required resolution, and logical system decomposition should be considered.

If too many functions are identified then the evaluation effort becomes excessively costly. Identification of too few functions may not provide the necessary resolution needed to isolate function-specific quality concerns. Most documentation for software systems is functionally oriented. To promote the most cost-effective evaluation, the functions should be identified following the existing system decomposition. If specification of quality starts very early in the life cycle, then goals are typically specified for the entire system since details regarding functional decomposition may not yet be known. Later, as more information about the system becomes known, goals can be allocated to the functions. The Assistant supports these issues by allowing the creation of new functions, and decomposition of existing functions, anytime during the system life cycle. These features are necessary to allow the user to address specific quality issues which arise during development/refinement.

All projects within a mission area and software type share similar function decompositions. This allows user to browse similar system specifications to assist in building new specifications. A generic system provides a baseline (model) from which to copy characteristics that are applicable to a new system. Changing functions is available for future use by browsing the system. In order to change the function decomposition structure the user can:

- Change a function name
- Combine two functions
- Delete an existing function, or
- Add a new function.

The Assistant supports a hierarchical function decomposition methodology. When a new function is added, it can either be added at the same level as an existing function, (it becomes a sibling), or added as a child (subfunction) of the existing function. To add a new subfunction the ADD TO CHILD operator is used. Figure 4.3-8 shows a context in which this operator can be used. If the user desired to add a new sibling to the functions shown (i.e., TOOLS through HARDWARE), the user would select ADD CHILD and indicate the appropriate parent in the hierarchy.
The results of changes to a function decomposition are available for future use. The user may select the system for browsing to review the updated function decomposition. The changes are not automatically incorporated into the mission area characteristics (i.e., the generic system), since this would require the Assistant to determine which changes are sufficiently general to apply to the mission area as a whole. Changes to the mission area characteristics based on specifications of individual systems can be made by the support agency (See Section 3.5).

4.1.1.2 Assign Quality Factors and Rankings

In this step, quality factors along with corresponding factor rankings are established for each function. In order to determine factor rankings (i.e., (E)xcellent, (G)oed, (A)verage) important information is assimilated from a wide range of areas, such as:

- Application characteristics
- Environment characteristics
- Software development plan characteristics
- System factor data
- Quality survey data
- Application specific quality concerns
- Complementary factors.

Each of these areas provide different information indicating the importance of the factors. The Assistant shows the user only information that is relevant. For many of the areas, baseline data exists based on the mission area, and software type. Through a menu structure and the use of the mouse, users can select either YES or NO to the relevant questions. The system also supports the entry of a rationale with each response to facilitate explanations. In addition, the answer to any question can be changed at any time, and the Assistant will automatically adjust its conclusions. At any time, a user may achieve maximum flexibility by making selections from the complete list of questions through the use of the appropriate menu selection.

The Assistant will explicitly ask about the characteristics in an appropriate order. The questions asked will be relevant to the context determined by previous answers to the questions.
To assign the rankings to the factors, an algorithm is used to combine the data from all of the areas. The basic philosophy behind this methodology is: the more areas that imply a factor/criteria, the more evidence that the factor/criteria is needed for the function. When data from multiple areas exist as a result of similar reason(s), the Assistant takes this into account and combines the data accordingly (See Section 4.1.1.2.8).

4.1.1.2.1 Application Characteristics

Application characteristics are system characteristics that are usually implied because of basic characteristics of the mission area and software type. (e.g., if the mission area is 'Command Control and Communications' then the existence of a communications network is implied [SOFTST]).

The Assistant displays only those application characteristics that might be applicable to the system. The user then has the opportunity to support or disagree with the characteristic by entering an answer of YES or NO. When an actual answer is provided by the user, the confidence in the inferred characteristic becomes 1.0 (highest), unless the user specifically enters a confidence other than 1.0. Inferred answers that the user has not reviewed generally have a lower confidence. The application characteristics can be reviewed in the form of a menu for revisions, changes and deletions of the responses.

The application characteristics are also used to infer other characteristics about the system, and to help automate worksheet tailoring during Quantify Factors (See Section 4.1.1.2). For instance, if the system does not have any type of network, then metric worksheet elements regarding network protocols will not be applicable. The results of tailoring are documented in the tailored framework report (See Section 4.2.1.4).

4.1.1.2.2 Environment Characteristics

Environment characteristics of the system are usually implied because of interactions between the system and the environment in which it resides (e.g., if the system's deployment environment is on-board an aircraft, then Efficiency is important).

The Assistant displays these characteristics in the form of a menu. The data for this menu is an expansion of Table 4.1.2-2 in Volume II. By simply "clicking" the mouse, the user has the option of entering either a YES or NO answer. Rules relate environment characteristics with their implied quality concerns (factors). One use of this information is to help assign the factor and criteria rankings.
4.1.1.2.3 Development Characteristics

Development characteristics of the system are implied because of the development methods used. Some examples of development characteristics are:

- Whether or not DOD-STD-2167A is used
- Whether or not a high-order language is used
- Whether or not a requirements language is used
- What language(s) is/are being used.

The information resulting from development characteristics will be used by the Assistant to infer information for a wide variety of areas. For example, if some documents or sections required by DOD-STD-2167A are tailored out, then the Assistant will automatically tailor out the appropriate worksheet questions. Likewise, if Ada is used then certain worksheet questions will have guaranteed values.

4.1.1.2.4 System Quality Factors

System quality factors are similar to software factors, but affect the system as a whole. Most system descriptions contain system-level requirements in terms of Availability, Reliability, Safety, etc. Since software is one component of an entire system, system-level requirements also affect software requirements. For instance, it is very hard to achieve a high system Reliability rate if the software Reliability rate is not high.

Volume II discusses translating system quality factors to software factors (See Table 4.1.2-3). The Assistant supports this type of relationship by automating Table 4.1.2-3. If a system description exists which contains system factors then these can be entered into the Assistant. The Assistant will then automatically translate these to the relevant software factors. This information is then used to help assign the initial factor rankings.

Since quality specification should be used even before a system description exists, the Assistant also supports the reverse of this relationship. Information about software quality rankings can be automatically translated into system factors. This information can help the user decide what the system factor goals should be from the perspective of software.
4.1.1.2.5 Survey Results

Factor surveys are another input to the factor ranking process. Surveys are one way that a wide range of people associated with the project can have an influence on the software requirements.

Data regarding survey results are entered into the Assistant. The Assistant then assimilates all the survey data and uses this information in the factor ranking process. People associated with different aspects of the project will have widely varying views on software quality. For instance, it can be expected that a test engineer is going to rank Verifiability very high but may not care a great deal about Portability. In order to achieve unbiased results, information regarding the job classification of survey recipients will be used by the Assistant in assimilating survey results. The Assistant will weigh factor rankings related to a survey recipient's area of specialization more highly than other factor rankings.

4.1.1.2.6 Specific Quality Concerns

Specific quality concerns are low-level details about the system that the user may know. In many instances the user may know about specific quality concerns and not about the factors. For example, the user may know that the system will have to support two different data base management systems, but not know that this implies that the criterion Application Independence and the factor Reusability are also applicable.

The Assistant will let the user choose specific quality concerns. The Assistant will use this information to contribute to inferences about the importance (rankings) of the factors and criteria, tailoring the framework, and quantifying the factor rankings (See Section 4.1.2).

4.1.1.2.7 Complementary Factors

As shown in Table 4.1.2-6 of Volume II, Reliability, Correctness, Maintainability, and Verifiability are all in a complementary relationship with other factors. Low quality rankings for these factors increase the difficulty of obtaining high rankings for the complementary factors. For example, a high Reliability score is difficult to achieve when Correctness and Verifiability are low.

When specifying factor rankings, the Assistant will automatically take complementary factors into account by adding rankings for additional factors when necessary, or re-adjusting certain factor rankings. At any time, the user can review all decisions made by
the Assistant regarding complementary factors, and change the results if desired. Changes are recorded by the Assistant.

4.1.1.2.8 Combining Selections to Determine Rankings

To assign the importance rankings to the factors and criteria the Assistant utilizes an algorithm to combine the data from all applicable areas. This algorithm is based on a heuristic combination of importance for the supporting reasons. Each reason implying the use of a factor or criteria is given an importance ranking.

The reason is based on the confidences in the premises that contributed to the reason and on the inherent confidence in the underlying rule. The resulting confidence in the reason is the product of the confidence in the least confident premise with the confidence in the rule. Reasons implying the use of a factor or criteria are combined by decreasing the distance to complete confidence (1.0) by an amount proportional to the confidence in the reason.

4.1.1.3 Consider Interrelationships

Factor interrelationships fall into three basic categories:

- Shared criteria
- Positive factor interrelationships
- Negative factor interrelationships.

Interrelationships among the factors are explored to assess the technical feasibility of achieving the initial factor rankings. The assignment of different combinations of factors to a function can have either a beneficial or an adverse effect on the feasibility of achieving the desired quality levels. During this step, the Assistant weighs all three types of interrelationships and recommends either raising or lowering certain factor rankings.

The user can review the Assistant's recommendations for raising or lowering a factor ranking (See Figures 4.3-25 through 4.3-28). If the user disagrees with the underlying relationship (i.e., the communicativeness of usable software aids in verifying software) then they can indicate this by a negative response. For relationships in which potential counterexamples are known, they are incorporated into the knowledge base to help guide the user. Whenever a user disagrees with a relationship (either through a direct response or through a counterexample), the Assistant
automatically takes this into account and recalculates the recommended changes to the rankings.

The Assistant automatically updates the rankings based on positive relationships. Positive relationships provide an additional reason for needing a factor or criteria (i.e., to aid in achieving other factors or criteria). Rankings are not automatically updated based on negative relationships. Although negative relationships indicate a need to review the underlying reasons for needing contradictory factors more carefully, it is not the case that a negative relationship implicitly reduces the need for a factor.

4.1.1.3.1 Shared Criteria

A shared criterion is one that is an attribute of more than one quality factor (See Table 3.2-1 of Volume II). For factors that have many criteria in common, such as Maintainability and Verifiability, the difficulty of achieving high goals for both factors is reduced. If one evaluated factor score is high, then the scores for other factors which share criteria will also be high. Conversely, if an evaluated factor score is low, then the scores for other factors which share criteria will also be low. The Assistant takes shared criteria into account when considering costs (See Section 4.1.1.4).

4.1.1.3.2 Positive and Negative Factor Interrelationships

Positive factor interrelationships occur when cooperative or beneficial relationship(s) exist between factors. For example, Usability is in a cooperative relationship with both Maintainability and Reliability. The underlying rationale is that operability of usable software aids in software verification and maintenance (See Table 4.1.3-2 of Volume II).

Negative factor interrelationships occur when an adverse relationship exists between factors. For example, the need for high Reliability adversely affects Efficiency. The underlying rationale is that the additional code required to guarantee high Reliability increases run time and storage requirements (See Table 4.1.3-3 of Volume II).

The Assistant assigns a "degree of effect" rating for each positive or negative factor interrelationship. This rating is used later when the Assistant combines all types of relationships and recommends increasing or decreasing certain factor rankings.
4.1.1.4 Consider Costs

Relative costs associated with using software quality technology are explored to determine the feasibility of achieving the initial factor rankings. Costs associated with the following areas are explored:

1. Specifying quality requirements
2. Allocating the requirements to the design
3. Designing and building quality into the product, and
4. Evaluating the achieved quality levels.

The use of the quality methodology results in an increased awareness of quality throughout the life cycle. In addition, costly problems occurring late in the system life cycle are avoided by using the methodology to build higher quality levels into the system during requirements, design and development.

The assignment of different combinations of factors to a function can have either a beneficial or an adverse effect on the relative costs during different life cycle phases. Based on information provided in Tables 4.1.4-1, 4.1.4-2 and 4.1.4-3 of Volume II, the Assistant assigns a cost estimate to each factor, and updates these cost estimates by taking factor interrelationships into account. The Assistant then considers costs and identifies factors that are high cost drivers and recommends imposing cost limits for certain factors.

4.1.2 Quantify Factors

This section describes the process of tailoring the quality metrics framework to a selected system/function and determining numerical values for the factor goals based on that tailored framework.

The metrics framework for the Assistant is the RADC metrics framework. Based on the answers to acquisition questions, user-specified and inferred, the Assistant is able to tailor the framework to be specific to a selected system/function.

As an aid to describing the relationship between the acquisition questions and concerns and the metrics of the quality framework, the metric-elements of the framework are categorized as follows:
o Application metric-elements -- The value of the metric is inherent to the problem. (e.g., Does the time to perform successful synchronization impose constraints upon system computation or response time?)

o Approach metric-elements -- The value of the metric is inherent to the development process. (e.g., Is a HOL used?)

o Execution metric-elements -- The value of the metric depends on the properties of the actual mapping of the problem to the machine. (e.g., How many branches?)

4.1.2.1 Acquisition Questions

The answers to acquisition questions concerning application, development, and environment characteristics are used to determine the relevance of lower-level acquisition questions.

The answers to lower-level questions are used as a basis for the following inferences:

o To infer the answers to other lower-level questions. (e.g., If the application is a Flight Control System, then with a high confidence the system is mission critical and on-board.)

o To infer the relevance of other lower-level questions. (e.g., If DOD-STD-2167A is used, then issues relating to tailoring DOD-STD-2167A become important.)

o To infer the use of a more specific set of baseline values for the metric-elements. (e.g., If DOD-STD-2167A and Ada are used in the development of the system/function, then the set of similar systems/functions is restricted to those that were developed using a similar approach.)

o To infer counts for related data items. (e.g., If Ada is used, then the control variable for a FOR LOOP cannot be used outside the scope of that LOOP.)

o To infer tailoring of the metrics framework. (e.g., If the system is mission critical, system is on-board, and human is on-board, then the system must continue to operate in real-time fashion to a combat situation where physical damage to the system can occur and human life can be lost. This results in Survivability depending more on Reconfigurability than Anomaly Management (physical damage more likely than logical problem), more on Anomaly Management than Autonomy (need to recovery from faults more likely than need to provide alternative functions or interfaces), and more on Autonomy...
that Modularity (need to use interface involving human override more likely that the need to fix or replace segments of the software).

An example of relationships between asking questions and inferring results is shown in figure 4.1-1. The double bar arrow indicates an inference and a single bar arrow indicates initiation of a question based on a fact in the data base. In this example, several inferences are made based on knowing that the application is a flight control system (i.e., the system is mission critical, 2167A and Ada are used, etc.). Once it is known that 2167A is used, then questions about how 2167A is tailored are initiated. Although this example is an oversimplification (i.e., many of the inferences shown are made with a confidence factor less than 1.0), it illustrates how the use of an inference mechanism controls the asking of relevant questions.

The user of the Assistant is able to review and change the user-specified and inferred answers to questions. Of course, if the user changes an inferred answer, then the new answer is considered user-specified.

The user of the Assistant is able to review and change the user-specified and inferred tailoring of the metrics framework. Of course, if the user changes an aspect of the inferred tailoring, then that aspect of the tailoring is considered user-specified.
Figure 4.1-1. Inferences Based On Answers To Questions.
4.1.2.2 Baseline Values

Baseline values for the metric-elements are established as follows:

- For application metric-elements, application specific baseline values are determined based on the typical attributes of that application. (e.g., If the system is a Flight Control System, then with a high confidence the system is a real-time application.)

- For approach metric-elements, approach-specific baseline values are determined based on the typical attributes of particular aspects of that approach. (e.g., If the system is being developed using a RATIONAL Computer, then with a high confidence the system is being developed using an HOL, namely Ada.)

- For execution metric-elements, baseline values are determined based on data derived from actual coded units (i.e., from previous applications of the quality technology). When possible, the values are specific to the particular application and approach.

In order to compute expected scores during Quantify Metrics (Figure 4.3-37), baseline values for metric-elements consist of the following components:

- An upper bound for the majority of projects.

- A lower bound for the majority of projects.

where each of these values is synthesized by quality researchers from historical data for software with attributes similar to those of the chosen system/function. From a set of baseline values, an anticipated value range is calculated for each metric of the framework.

The user of the Assistant is able to specify baseline values for any subset of the metric-elements of the framework. A baseline value for a metric-element consists of a single component that indicates an anticipated lower or upper bound for that element. Baseline values are used for establishing expected ranges for metric, criterion, and factor scores.

The Assistant is able to infer baseline values based on answers to acquisition questions. (e.g., If 2167A is used, then baseline values might be inferred based on the coding standards associated with 2167A.)
From a set of baseline values, an anticipated lower bound value is able to be calculated for each metric of the framework. For example, the lower bound could be calculated as a minimum of the set of baseline values.

4.1.2.3 Data Item Counts

The user of the Assistant is able to specify actual counts for any subset of the data items of the metrics framework.

The Assistant is able to infer counts for data items based on answers to acquisition questions. (e.g., If Ada is used, then the control variable for a FOR LOOP cannot be used outside the scope of that LOOP.)

A data item count consists of a single component indicating the number of occurrences of that item. From a set of data item counts, an expected value is able to be calculated for each metric of the framework.

4.1.2.4 Calculations

Quantified factor goals for a system/function are calculated using the metrics framework after tailoring for that system/function.

Quantifying factor goals for a system/function involves using a combination of the following kinds of numeric information:

- User-specified counts for the data items
- Inferred counts for the data items
- User-specified baseline values for the metric-elements
- Inferred baseline values for the metric-elements
- Baseline values for the metric-elements based on data items for the system/function
- Baseline values for the metric-elements for similar systems/functions
- Baseline values for the metric-elements for the specified mission area
- Baseline values for the metric-elements for any general application
where the precedence for using a particular kind of numeric information is indicated by its position in this list. Being at the top indicates highest precedence and being at the bottom indicates lowest precedence.

4.1.3 Assess Compliance

The assessment of the compliance step uses the evaluation results of Volume III (Software Quality Evaluation Report) as input and produces a report assessing the degree of compliance with specified quality factor goals. The compliance step is performed by the individual(s) responsible for the initial goal specification. It is performed long after the first specification process, during each software development phase.

The Software Quality Evaluation Report includes the results of data collection and reduction, analyses of variations from factor goals, analyses of criterion, metric, and metric-element scores which detract from the achieved scores. This evaluation is usually performed by individual(s) other than those responsible for the quality specification. Many of the steps in this process are supported by the QUality Evaluation System.

The Assistant supports the assessment of compliance step as performed by the acquisition manager. The acquisition manager uses the Assistant and the evaluation results for determining:

- 1) Whether or not the quality factor goals (requirements) were unrealistic (reviewing the goals and rationale, what-if analysis) and
- 2) Whether or not the contractor has neglected to meet quality requirements (comparisons to expected scores and thresholds for individual criterion, metrics and metric-elements)
- 3) Whether or not results were biased by the scoring method used (what-if analysis can be used to determine the effect of tailoring on scoring)
- 4) Quality trends as compared to the specified goals.

Since the development or IV&V contractor usually know specific details about the project, any recommendations presented in the evaluation report should be carefully considered during this step. For example, the rigid enforcement of excessively high factor goals, may cause project schedule and budget slips.
Although both Volume II and III describe assessment of compliance steps, the emphasis is different. Volume III emphasizes the evaluation results and their relationship to the specified goals. Volume II emphasizes determining an appropriate acquisition response to scoring variations. Therefore, the Assistant requires the capability to review the evaluation results in the context of the quality goals and rationale. Notice that each of the four points above requires detailed information from the specification process. For example, the user may need to redo some of the specification steps in response to evaluation results (that is, in order to determine whether to change goals, or to directly change goals). This is the principal distinction between the assessment of compliance steps supported by the Assistant versus QUES.

To perform the above activities the Assistant automates the following features:

- Input of the QUES revised project structure.
- Input of the actual evaluation results
- An assessment of compliance graphic report.

4.1.4 System Administration Functions

Certain types of information within the Assistant's knowledge-base are vital to effective operation. For example, changes to the baseline metric element values, system specific information, and supporting tables can have drastic global effects on the Assistant's operation. In order to maintain system security and integrity, a system administrator is responsible for:

- Providing user access to mission areas and projects
- Adding and removing users to/from the system
- Entering observed quality factor rates (see Table 3.1-2. Quality Factor Ratings of the Guidebook), and software quality management indicator information [SOFTIND].
- Modifying rules, baseline data and other supporting information.

The system administrator functions can be entered from the top level roadmap by a user with a privileged account and password. Under the system administration menu, the only operations that an unprivileged user can perform are 1) Changing his/her own password, and 2) Changing the access privileges to projects for which he/she is the owner.
4.2 Computer System Functions

This section describes general functional capabilities that support a variety of the major system functions presented in Section 4.1.

4.2.1 Reports

This section describes the reporting capabilities supported by the Assistant.

4.2.1.1 Snapshot Report

The Assistant is able to produce anytime during a session a hard-copy report of the information shown on the immediate screen. This allows the user to produce hard-copy documentation based on the information displayed by the Assistant.

4.2.1.2 Goals and Rationale Report

The user is able to review the factor/criteria goals and the associated rationale for any system/function.

The Assistant is able to produce a hard-copy report of the factor/criteria goals and the associated rationale for any system/function in a form suitable for inclusion in a Software Requirements Specification.

4.2.1.3 Questions and Rationale Report

The user is able to review the answers to the relevant questions for any factor of a system/function. The user is able to ask for a rationale to an answer, add to the rationale, or change the answer.

The Assistant is able to produce a hard-copy report of all relevant questions for any factor of a system/function where

- if the answer is user-specified, then reported are the question, the answer, and an indicator of whether the answer was supplied directly by the user or indirectly through copy of user-specified answer from another system/function.
if the answer is inferred by the Assistant, then reported are the question, the answer, and the rationale for answer, and the rationale for the relevance of the question.

if the question is unanswered, then reported are the question and the rationale for the relevance of the question.

4.2.1.4 Tailored Framework Report

The user is able to review the metrics framework for any factor of a system/function. The formula for calculating a quality metric is shown in terms of a weighted average of the related metrics in the next level down of the hierarchical framework. The user may change the weighted averages for any of the metrics reviewed.

The Assistant is able to produce a hard-copy report of the tailored metrics framework and rationale for any factor of a system/function.

4.2.1.5 Change Report

The user is able to review the answers, user-specified or inferred, that change during the current session for any factor of a system/function.

The user is able to review changes in factor goals for a system/function that occurred during the current session.

The Assistant is able to produce a hard-copy report of all the answers, user-specified or inferred, for any factor of a system/function during the current session.

4.2.1.6 Assessment of Compliance Report

In order to document the results of the assessment of compliance step, the Assistant produces a detailed report which documents the following information:

- The calculated scores for each entity (CSCI, etc.) and function for each applicable development phase
- Where the specified goals were different from the achieved
- The achieved scores for framework elements that fall below the lower bounds of the specified goals will appear as RED on the assessor graph.
The achieved scores for framework elements that fall below the midpoint of the lower and upper bounds of the specified goals will appear as YELLOW on the assessor graph.

The achieved scores for framework elements that are higher than the midpoint of the lower and upper bounds of the specified goals will appear as GREEN on the assessor graph.

A summarization of any of these results by application, approach or execution (see Section 4.1.2).

To support maximum flexibility the level of detail of the assessment report will be user-definable. By supporting this feature the Assistant is able to report the results of analysis down to the factor, criteria, or metric-element level. This added flexibility allows the Assistant to produce reports for all levels of management.

4.2.1.7 Percent Unknown Report

In order to allow a user to see how complete the specification for a particular function is, the Assistant provides a pie chart showing the following information:

- The percentage of answered questions which have an answer of UNKNOWN, and
- The percentage of answered questions which have an answer other than UNKNOWN.

This pie chart will be shown separately for each function of the system. It allows the user to determine the completeness of the specification for any function. Because the system allows results (goals/rankings/tailoring, etc.) based on a specification containing Unknown answers, this report is necessary to allow the user to determine how much information will have to be added to the specification in the future to improve completeness.

4.2.2 Reasoning

The Assistant performs reasoning (i.e., makes inferences) to build additional information from the facts about the system and system needs provided by the user. The reasoning is essential to the Assistant's ability to "fill in" information and avoid asking detailed questions that would be distracting to the user, could not be answered by the user, or would collectively require too much time to answer.
Inferences made by the assistant are assigned a confidence factor which indicates the confidence that the conclusion is correct given a set of premises, each with their own associated confidence values. Reasoning with confidence factors has been used successfully in a number of expert systems. The Assistant allows users to review all conclusions made and affect the results if desired.

The Assistant uses both forward-chaining reasoning (i.e., working from the data towards the goal) and backward-chaining reasoning (i.e., working from the goal towards the data). Forward-chaining is used in Rank Factors And Criteria (Section 4.1.1) to derive system and software characteristics and needs from the information provided by the user. For example, the existence of a communications network and a network protocol might be inferred from the application. These characteristics might in turn infer other characteristics or needs. The user will be given the opportunity to review these inferred characteristics. When the user reviews a characteristic, or selects or deselects a characteristic, its confidence factor is increased or decreased.

Backward-chaining is used in Quantify Factors to tailor the framework and determine expected scores based on the user's input. In order to tailor the framework, the inference engine tries to prove the hypothesis that the selected factor is applicable. In doing so, it resolves the applicability of each of the criteria, metrics and metric-elements comprising that factor. An example of some of the rules that would be used to tailor the factor Portability is given in Appendix A. In order to determine expected scores, the inference engine works backwards from the factor goal. This involves resolving scores for criteria, metrics, and possibly, metric-elements and data items.

4.2.3 Explanations

The Assistant allows the user to obtain explanations of the reasoning performed. These explanations contribute to the rationale for rankings, numerical goals, and tailoring as well as provide the user the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions made during reasoning. The explanations follow the approach used in TEIRESIAS [TEIRESIAS]. Examples of explanations are provided in Figures 4.3-32, 4.3-33, and Figures 4.3-26 through 4.3-28. In response to WHY, the Assistant backs up the goal tree and presents the rule used to derive the sub-node from its ancestor. In this way, it provides an explanation of why the Assistant wants to know that information (presented in the form: If A were concluded then B could be concluded). In response to HOW, the Assistant explains the nodes lower down in the goal tree that have been or will be expanded. In this way, it provides an explanation of how a fact would or could be concluded.
4.2.4 Knowledge Acquisition

The Assistant can help software quality experts formulate new rules to be added to the Assistant's knowledge base. This allows the expertise of the Assistant to grow with software quality expertise. Also, individual user sites can tailor the rules to their application and environment. The new or modified rules could later be incorporated into the baseline version of the Assistant if appropriate.

The knowledge acquisition features of the Assistant follow the approach used in TEIRESIAS [TEIRESIAS]. The Assistant's rules can be reviewed and modified as they are applied. The rules are presented in a stylized English form.

Modification of rules is limited to a user with system administration privileges. The modified rules form a new version of the Assistant. The Assistant supports multiple versions.

4.2.5 What-If-Analysis

Users are provided the capability to modify assumptions and conclusions, and view the impact of those changes on the conclusions of the various procedures and the final quality goals. For example, the user can modify the DOD-STD-2167A tailoring (e.g., add or delete a Data Item Description (DID) or DID paragraph) to determine the impact on the quality goals.

Although this kind of what-if analysis is an important feature of the Assistant, the functionality required to support it is minimal. What-if analysis is supported by allowing the user to freeze the state of the knowledge base and save it, modify an input to see the effects of the change, and restore the knowledge base to its frozen state.

4.3 User Interaction

The user interaction emphasizes minimizing the amount of "computer-ese" required on the part of users. Users of the Assistant are expected to have a wide range of familiarity with computers, including some with no computer experience. The intent is to provide user interaction that does not require memorizing special key sequences or command sequences. The user interaction is intended to be usable by first time users with only a very limited introduction.

Although it supports inexperienced users, the Assistant should not discourage experienced users as a result of cumbersomeness.
The essential elements of the operational modes are summarized below.

- Roadmaps are provided to show the three high-level steps in the methodology, their purpose, and their relationships. A second level of roadmap shows steps within each of the three major steps.

- The user can move to any step on the roadmaps by selecting that step. If previous steps have not been completed the Assistant fills in the information as much as possible based on inferences.

- Within a step on a roadmap the user is offered a sequence of menus to select a path of operations to perform the step.

- The user can return to the roadmap at any time. The roadmap shows the current step in the process.

- Help can be selected to obtain a description of each selection on a menu.

- Previous step can be selected to move to the previous sub-step within a given step on the roadmap.

- Windows display information and can be scrolled to view more information than fits in the window.

The operational modes of the Assistant are illustrated in a sequence of figures which comprise a scenario representing a hypothetical session. The scenario is intended to illustrate the operational concepts of the tool to demonstrate what the Assistant can accomplish. The figures in this scenario are not intended to specify user interface details such as the placement of menus and windows, or the complete list of menu selections. These details are deferred to the Software Product Specification.
Figure 4.3-1. The Assistant Executes in a System Software Environment.

The Assistant executes in an off-the-shelf environment comprised of the computer system and associated operating system. Rudimentary functions such as file management are provided by this environment. For example, management of the software quality specification files is provided by the FileBrowser.
The first screen upon entering the Assistant is a top-level roadmap. The roadmap shows the highest level of steps in the process of specifying quality. (An overview of the steps is provided in Sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2, and 4.1.3.) The user can move to any of the steps to perform the desired activity. If previous steps are skipped the Assistant extrapolates based on the available information and inferences. The roadmaps can be displayed at any time to show the current step or move to a different step.

The most recently entered step is shown by the shaded menu selection (Rank Factors and Criteria). Holding down the mouse on a given item in the roadmap allows users to obtain a description of the indicated item. Throughout this scenario we will assume that the shaded selection was selected by the user.
Figure 4.3-3. A Second-Level Roadmap Illustrates the Steps of Rank Factors and Criteria.

An overview of the steps of Rank Factors and Criteria is provided in Section 4.1.1.
Figure 4.3-4. Menus Guide Users through the Sub-Steps within a Step on the Roadmap.

A menu-driven user interface provides flexibility for users to tailor use of the Guidebook to their needs without prior knowledge of the Guidebook procedures or information. This figure shows the step of selecting a mission area. Holding the cursor on a menu item provides a description of the indicated mission area. The screen background will change to reflect the newly selected mission area.

The mission areas are derived from the Software Test Handbook [SOFTST]. Software Development Tools is added to illustrate the scenario, which is for a Software Development Environment.
Figure 4.3-5. Selection of Mission Area and Software Type Allows Tailoring to User needs.

A knowledge base about the Mission Area and Software Type comes into play when the user selects them. For example, system characteristics and needs are automatically assumed. They can be reviewed and changed by the user.

The selection PREVIOUS STEP takes the user back to the previous sub-step within a step on the roadmap (e.g., here it returns to selecting the mission area).
In this scenario we illustrate the specification of quality for the Software Technology for Adaptable Reliable Systems (STARS) Software Engineering Environment (SEE) [SEE/OCD]. The figure shows that the experience of specification from other software engineering environments (e.g., SDME) can be examined and utilized. Also, a generic system is available for review (the project GENERIC SYSTEM). This provides a specification for a software engineering environment in general. It can serve as a source of information (by copying characteristics) for the current project.

Add Project can be selected to add a new project as shown. In this scenario however, we will specify quality for the already existing STARS SEE project by selecting STARS SEE.
Figure 4.3-7. Specifying a New System Based on Past Experience.

By copying characteristics from another function (within the same project, or from another project or mission area) the user can build a specification with a previously developed specification as the starting point. This is appropriate when the new specification is for a similar system, an upgraded system, or an evolutionary system development. In this case, characteristics are copied from the GENERIC SYSTEM, which is appropriate when first beginning a new specification.

Once the characteristics are copied, changes to the other system specification do not affect the new system specification.

This same capability can be used to copy the specification for an individual system function specification from another system specification. A menu path (not shown) is provided to copy functions from other applications.
Figure 4.3-8. A User Can Move Through the Hierarchy of System and Software Functions.

Once the user has selected a system, the top-level function becomes System (i.e., overall system). By selecting MOVE TO SONS the user can move to a lower-level in the function hierarchy to allow specification of quality for the functions in the system. The function hierarchy allows users to specify quality to the level of detail desired.

The initial list of functions is derived automatically based on the application and other system specifications which the user may have incorporated.
Figure 4.3-9. A User Can Tailor the System Decomposition to Their System.

An example of changing the name of a function is shown. The function name is changed from TOOLS to functional capabilities (FUNCT. CAPAB.) to reflect the variety of automated and non-automated tools, methods, and tool fragments which might be used to support the various user roles.

Easy modification of the function hierarchy supports specification prior to full-scale development. As the system decomposition changes during concept exploration or demonstration and validation, the functions can be modified to keep the specification current. If the functions are modified the associated software quality specifications are kept intact.

At this point the user is satisfied with the current list of functions and chooses to return to the roadmap to continue building the specification by selecting CONTINUE.
Figure 4.3-10. History Provides the Basis for Informed Decision-Making in the Future.

The Assistant records decisions made by the user, and provides explanations based on those decisions and (when applicable) based on its own reasoning. The explanations are crucial for making modifications when requirements or other circumstances change. The explanations also provide continuity across personnel changes. Establishing an easily accessible history of the quality specification provides the opportunity to learn from experience.

This slide shows the menu to determine the disposition of changes. REFINING/ENHANCING adds a new leaf to the version tree and sets the current version to the new leaf. EXPLORING/POSSIBILITIES adds a new leaf, but leaves the current version at the parent so that other possibilities can be explored.
Figure 4.3-11. The Version Tree Provides Access to History.

Each version of the software quality specification is preserved in the version tree. The current version is marked in bold (V11). Version 11 represents a refinement to version 10. Versions 6, 9, and 10 represent alternative possibilities that were explored by the specifier. Another alternative derived from version 3 is outside of the window. This version can be viewed by selecting version 3 to center it in the window.

Information about each version can be reviewed by selecting the VIEW menu items. RESET CURRENT VERSION can be used to set the current version to other than the current one. CONTINUE returns the user to the roadmap.
Figure 4.3-12. Assign Factors and Criteria Rankings.

The roadmap now shows the most recently entered context in a granular shading (Identify Application/Functions). The user selects Assign Factors and Criteria Rankings to review the factor rankings (shown in a line shading).
Figure 4.3-13. Optional Paths Allow Users to Specify as They Choose.

At this point the user can either work forward to completed rankings by browsing various quality concerns to select the ones that apply to the system (REVIEW/CHANGE ANSWERS), or work backwards by reviewing the current specification as it stands and isolating aspects and making changes (CONSULT AND SHOW RANKINGS). At any time, the user can return to this menu and choose to review the overall rankings reflecting the current state of the specification (SHOW RANKINGS). Ordinarily a user will use a combination of selecting and reviewing to build the specification.

Here the user chooses to review the current specification first since it is derived from the specification for a generic system.
The selection CONSULT AND SHOW RANKINGS results in a consultation dialogue between the user and the Assistant. Any questions which the user wants to defer can be answered UNKNOWN. The Assistant extrapolates relative factor rankings from the known information. "H" represents High, "M" is medium, and "L" is low. A blank is not applicable.

The specification shown here is based on facts and inferences derived from the generic system and any modifications which might have occurred in previous sessions (captured in the version tree of figure 4.3-11). The rankings reflect the amount of evidence gathered that a given factor is needed for a given function. The emphasis is on determining which factors are important to the system. Numerical goals, based on the metrics framework and comparisons to actual project data, will be established in later steps of the top-level roadmap.
Figure 4.3-15. The User Zooms In To Review a Factor Ranking.

An important benefit of the Assistant is that it can "remind" users to specify factors which might otherwise have been inadvertently omitted from the specification. For example, from the mission area, the Assistant might infer that classified processing is involved, and in turn, that Integrity is important.

The user can review the reasoning used to conclude that a factor is needed. This allows users to build confidence in the specification as they review and refine the underlying reasons for the factor rankings. Here the user reviews the rationale for Maintainability of the Integration Framework by selecting a ranking menu item.
[1.1] RULE032 was used to conclude that the factor maintainability is needed for integration framework (0.25)

Thus it has been established that the factor maintainability is needed for integration framework.

Figure 4.3-16. Reviewing Suggestions by the Assistant Builds Confidence in the Specification.

Explanations for the factor rankings are displayed in the WHY window shown in the upper left hand corner (other windows will be described later in the scenario). Explanations allow the user to understand the rationale for a given ranking and refine the rankings by refining the underlying reasons.

Rankings are derived by the Assistant based on if-then rules that relate system characteristics and needs to software quality factors. The Assistant uses certainty factors to represent the confidence in conclusions. The certainty that a factor is needed is used as the basis for determining the factor rankings (H, M, L, and Not Applicable). In this instance rule 32 was used to conclude that Maintainability is needed for Integration Framework. Further explanation of how rule 32 was used can be obtained by selecting HOW, and indicating the item for further explanation (i.e., [1.1]).
[Why was RULE30 used?]

It has already been established that

[3.1] the level of system availability (the portion of total operational time that the system performs or supports critical functions) needed for integration framework is one of high, medium low and

[3.2] software errors detected in integration framework must be quickly located and fixed in order to satisfy system availability requirements.

Therefore

the factor maintainability is needed for integration framework as follows:

If the level of system availability (the portion of total operational time that the system performs or supports critical functions) needed for integration framework is:

a) equal to high then yes (0.50);

b) equal to medium then yes (0.35);

c) equal to low then yes (0.25).

---

### Figure 4.3-17.

Reviewing the Detailed Reasoning Chain Allows Users to Determine Refinements

Here the user further reviews the rationale for Maintainability. Rule 30 was used to relate system factor needs to the software factor Maintainability. System factors are system (hardware and software) quality terms such as Availability, Transportability, Safety, etc. If information is known about system factors, they can be used as one consideration for software quality factor needs.

The user can obtain further explanations for the items in the Why Window (e.g., [3.1], [3.2]). For example, further explanation of [3.2] would show that the user provided a response to a question. If the user disagrees with the response based on a greater understanding of the implications, the answer can be modified using the answer window (shown later).
Now the user wants to review the answers in detail to refine the specification and make distinctions between individual functions. This state is obtained from the previous step by selecting CONTINUE, and REVIEW/CHANGE ANSWERS. A snapshot of the top window is shown together with the bottom window to illustrate the process of determining the functions to be reviewed and selecting the type of characteristics to be reviewed.

The characteristics are grouped into categories to allow the user to review specific aspects of the system. Characteristics provided in Section 4.1.2 of the Guidebook, Assign Quality Factors and Goals (Step 2), are supported by the Assistant. Other characteristics (e.g., Application Characteristics, Development Characteristics, Environment Characteristics, Functional Characteristics, etc.) are provided by DRC as a result of the Guidebook Validation effort. These characteristics are described in Section 4.1.1.2.

Figure 4.3-18. Quality Concerns May Be Selected from a Variety of Sources.
Figure 4.3-19. System Factor Characteristics are Reviewed for Applicability.

This figure shows the answer window resulting from the selections made in the previous figure. System factor characteristics are parameters that relate system (hardware and software) quality factors to software quality factors. These include characteristics such as the level of a system quality factor (high, medium, low or not applicable) and parameters used in defining the system to software relationships such as whether the system is capacity limited.

In this figure, the level of system usability is modified for system software. System usability is lowered from a high to a medium for system software to distinguish it from the other more user-interactive functions. Other distinctions between functions can be made easily using the answer window. The implications of these changes can be reviewed by running a consultation and reviewing the factor ranking window.
The user selects a response for an application characteristic. The question is displayed in the prompt window (below the ASQS title). The user's new response is then entered in the same window. For example, the user changed a YES to a NO for REQUIRED-TO-IDENTIFY-AND-REPORT-ACCESS-VIOLATIONS for the Information Storage function. The full names of the characteristics can be viewed by scrolling left or right in the window. The question which appears in the prompt window is a descriptive English question which is phrased the same as during a consultation.
Figure 4.3-21. Lists of Concerns Help Ensure That All Issues are Considered by the User.

Environment characteristics are selected in the same manner as shown for application characteristics. Environment characteristics (including entries from Table 4.1.2-2 in the Guidebook) imply relevant factors as shown.

This state is obtained from the previous by selecting PREVIOUS STEP, ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS.
Figure 4.3-22. The Implications Of Changes To Answers Are Determined During A Consultation.

A consultation provides a dialogue between the user and the Assistant, which provides the basis for a common understanding of the system characteristics and needs and software quality concerns. The implications of changes are reviewed by running a consultation, which incorporates updated answers in the context of the overall knowledge of the system. This figure shows some of the kinds of questions that are asked. The answers, along with associated comments and certainty factors, are provided either through the answer window, or during the consultation itself.
Figure 4.3-23. Implications Are Summarized in the Factor Ranking Window.

Here the user reviews the factor rankings resulting from the refinements made in the answer window. Further explanations can be obtained by selecting one of the rankings. This allows the user to determine specifically how any changes that were made enter into the overall rankings.
Figure 4.3-24. The Rankings are revised based on Factor Interrelationships.

The user can either work forward to revised rankings by browsing the interrelationships (using REVIEW/CHANGE ANSWERS) or work backwards by reviewing the revised rankings and isolating aspects and making changes (using CONSULT AND SHOW RANKINGS).
Figure 4.3-25. Notes draw the user's attention to recommended changes based on Factor Interrelationships.

Notes in the form of "+n" or "-n" indicate the confidence that a given factor is recommended for overall consistency of the factor goals with respect to factor interrelationships. Factor interrelationships are documented in section 4.1.3. of the Guidebook.

The notes encourage development of consistent factor goals by highlighting the implications of factor interrelationships. A "-n" note indicates the confidence that achieving the factor will be difficult or impossible because of other factor goals. For example, efficiency is often in a negative relationship with maintainability. A "+n" note indicates the confidence that the factor is recommended because it contributes to the achievement of other factor goals. The integer number in each note represents the amount of confidence in the recommendation.
Figure 4.3-26. The user reviews reasons for the recommended change.

In this scenario the reason for recommending Correctness due to factor interrelationships is reviewed for the overall STARS SEE. This is accomplished by selecting the menu item "M+6".
Figure 4.3-27. Each reason can be reviewed for Applicability.

Rule 66 was used to conclude that the factor correctness is needed for the STARS SEE. In a case such as this where a positive relationship applies the confidence that the factor is needed is increased. That is, there is evidence that the factor is needed because of positive interrelationships with other factors.

In the case of negative relationships, the confidence that the factor is needed is neither increased nor decreased. Difficulty in achieving a factor due to negative factor relationships does not necessarily decrease the needed for that factor. However, it does imply that the reasons for needing the factor should be carefully reviewed to determine if they are valid reasons.

The reasons for the note can be reviewed in greater detail using the HOW option as shown (HOW [1.1]).
Using the HOW command it is possible to expand the explanation into successively greater levels of detail to provide a complete rationale for why the factor is needed. In this case, Correctness was not determined to be needed during Assign Factors and Criteria, but was determined to be needed because Correctness aids in Verifiability and Maintainability.
Figure 4.3-29. Revise Rankings based on costs.

The user can either work forwards towards revised rankings by browsing the recommendations based on costs, or work backwards by reviewing the revised rankings and isolating aspects and making changes.

This step considers the relative cost tradeoffs of building in a certain level of quality factor. Since there is very little available data on the cost of building in a given level of the factors, the analysis is relative. Notes in the factor ranking window highlight the factors which contribute most to the cost of achieving the overall goals. This analysis considers shared criteria and makes the simplifying assumption until further data is available that the cost of building in quality is the same for each of the 26 criteria.

This state is obtained from the previous state shown in the figure by selecting CONTINUE, REVISE RANKINGS BASED ON COSTS.
Figure 4.3-30. A Second-Level Roadmap illustrates the steps of Quantify Factors.

Quantify Factors consist of Qualify Metrics, Quantify Metrics, and Compare Goals with Project Data. Qualify Metrics involves selecting and weighting the applicable metrics and metric-elements (Quality Metrics -- Section 4.3 of the Guidebook). This process is often referred to as tailoring the framework. Quantify Metrics involves determining expected scores to develop quantified Factor goals in terms of the framework. Finally, historical project data is reviewed with respect to the quantified goals to determine if the factor goals are likely to achieve the desired results in actual quality rates. Qualify and Quantify Metrics can be revisited to revise the factor goals based on comparisons with project data. An overview of the steps of Quantify Factors is provided in Section 4.1.2.
Figure 4.3-31. Acquisition questions are answered to tailor the Framework.

The Assistant allows users to answer high-level acquisition questions to tailor the metrics and metric-elements in the framework. The user tailors the framework for each function of each factor. The user can copy characteristics to induce the same tailoring for other functions and factors.

The question shown illustrates how system characteristics such as whether concurrent processing is involved are used to infer the applicability (or non-applicability) of metrics. For example, the first metric-element of AM.1 is only applicable when concurrent processing is involved.

This state is obtained from the previous by selecting QUALIFY METRICS and CONSULT AND SHOW RANKINGS.
Figure 4.3-32. The user can ask the Assistant for explanations of the questions.

The process of answering acquisition questions is shown. This question, although not specifically related to a metric, might come up during Qualify Metrics if was not answered previously, and it is in the chain of reasoning to determine if a metric is applicable (for example, a Reliability metric). Before the questions are answered, the applicability of individual metrics is inferred based on the information gathered so far, with a confidence level based on the certainty of that information and the inferences. The user answers questions to increase the certainty of the applicability.

In this example, the user asks why the question is asked. The Assistant answers WHY to help the user understand the purpose of the questions.
Why is it important to determine the level of system availability (the portion of total operational time that the system performs or supports critical functions) needed for MS-1?

[1.0] This will aid in determining whether the factor reliability is needed for MS-1.

If [1.1] the level of system availability (the portion of total operational time that the system performs or supports critical functions) needed for stars see is one of: high medium low, and [1.2] the frequency of software errors needs to be low in order to satisfy the system availability requirements for stars see then the factor reliability is needed for stars see is as follows:

If the level of system availability (the portion of total operational time that the system performs or supports critical functions) needed for stars see is:

a) equal to high then: yes (.80);

b) equal to medium then: yes (.50);

c) equal to low then: yes (.30);

Author: DRC

Figure 4.3-33. A WHY Explanation is Shown.

Explanations for the questions are presented in terms of the current goal of the consultation. For example, the question is asked in order to determine if the factor Reliability is needed. This in turn might aid in determining the applicability of certain broad scope Reliability metrics that are known to apply whenever Reliability is needed.

HOW can be used to determine how the premises were or will be concluded.
Figure 4.3-34. The Tailored Framework can be reviewed.

The tailoring resulting from the acquisition questions can be reviewed directly by the user. This is accomplished by selecting a menu item indicating the factor and function to be reviewed. In this scenario the menu item "H" for Reliability of Information Storage is selected.
Figure 4.3-35. The Tailored Framework is Reviewed By Phase.

The select phase window allows the user to review the tailored framework by individual life-cycle phase. This is necessary because the underlying metrics framework varies by phase, from System/Software Requirements Analysis to System Performance Testing.

The user can conveniently review the framework for different phases by using the option PREVIOUS STEP to return to the select phase window after the framework is reviewed.
Figure 4.3-36. The Tailored Framework is shown in hierarchical form.

The metrics framework for the selected factor is shown, with factors, criteria, metrics, and data items in bold when they are applicable to the selected function (i.e., they are tailored in). Here Anomaly Management metrics are applicable except AM.1-1&2 and its associated data items. AM.1-1&2 is not applicable because concurrent processing is not involved in the selected function.

As with other tree windows the user can move the tree around in the window by selecting a node which is to be centered in the window. The user can determine how a tree element was determined to be applicable during the consultation by using the HOW menu item. A description of each tree element is available using the VIEW DESCRIPTION option.
Figure 4.3-37. Numerical Factor Goals are provided automatically based on the Framework and user interaction.

The Assistant uses the available information to score the tailored framework and produce the table shown here. Scoring lends credibility to the specified numerical goals and decreases the likelihood that discrepancies between specified and evaluated scores are caused by goals that are too high.

The expected best and worst case scores are shown after each tree element with the associated confidence factor in parentheses. The user answers acquisition questions to build confidence in the numerical goals and narrow the range of expected scores. The questions are similar to those shown for Qualify Metrics. The user can review scores by life-cycle phase.

This state is obtained from the top-level roadmap by selecting QUANTIFY FACTORS, QUANTIFY METRICS, CONSULT AND SHOW RANKINGS, SHOW QUANTIFIED FRAMEWORK, and DETAILED DESIGN.
4.4 Computer System Characteristics

The Assistant is composed of both hardware and software components described in the following sections.

4.4.1 Hardware

The Assistant is a single desk-top workstation composed of the following hardware (Also see Figure 4.4-1):

- A high resolution display with graphics capability
- A keyboard and mouse for data entry
- A printer capable of printing the screen in any state
- A floppy disk drive
- A hard disk drive.

The hardware selected for implementation of the Assistant shall have spare disk and CPU capacity to allow future expansion of the knowledge base as additional project information becomes available.

4.4.2 Software

In order for the Assistant to perform all functions allocated to the computer equipment the following software is required:

- A vendor supplied environment supporting:
  - Pop-up menus
  - Window manipulation (scrolling, moving, sizing, and overlaying)
  - Control of all hardware components such as the disk and display screen, and printer
  - File management functions (read, write, open close, save, etc.).

- A lisp compiler and interpreter to support knowledge-based representation and reasoning.
5. GLOSSARY

The following glossary items have been derived from selected documents referenced in the Referenced Documents Section contained in this specification. Certain glossary items have been adapted to meet the needs of the Assistant.

**Actual Parameter:** An actual parameter is the particular entity associated with the corresponding formal parameter by a subprogram call, entry call, or generic instantiation. The association of actual parameters with formal parameters can be specified by named associations, by positional associations, or by a combination of these.

**ADL:** Ada Design Language.

**Argument List:** A list of data elements that specify the input and output parameters used during execution of a software unit.

**Body:** A body defines the execution of a subprogram, package, or task. A body stub is a form of body that indicates that this execution is defined in a separately compiled subunit.

**Compilation Unit:** A compilation unit is the declaration or the body of a program unit, presented for compilation as an independent text. It is optionally preceded by a context clause, naming other compilation units upon which it depends by means of one or more "with" clauses.

**Computer Software Component (CSC):** A functional or logically distinct part of a Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI). Computer Software Components may be top-level, or lower-level.

**Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI):** A part of a system, segment, or prime item. A CSCI is a Configuration Item (CI) which consists of one or more Top Level Computer Software Components (TLCSCs). CSCI(s) shall form the third level of the DOD-STD-2167A logical software hierarchy. Also see Configuration Item.
GLOSSARY (continued)

**Configuration Item (CI):** (1) A collection of hardware or software elements treated as a unit for the purpose of configuration management. (2) Hardware or software, or an aggregate of both, which is designated by the contracting agency for configuration management (DOD-STD-2167A).

**Data Element:** A specific entity of data (e.g., variable, constant, coefficient, etc.).

**Data Format:** The positioning, packing, or organization of the order in which the data appears.

**Data Item:** A specific entity of data (e.g., variable, constant, coefficient, etc.).

**High Order Language:** A programming language that 1) usually includes features such as nested expressions, user-defined data types, and parameter passing not normally found in lower order languages, 2) does not reflect the structure of any one given computer or class of computers, and 3) can be used to write machine-independent source programs. A single, higher-order language statement may represent multiple machine operations.

**Interface:** A connection or common boundary between two systems, devices, or elements of a single system. The connection may be used to complete an operation, expand the capabilities, or acquire information from one device or program to another. Two software units have an interface if they share information (declaration or data).

**Lines of Code:** The number of lines of source code, excluding comment lines and blank lines.

**Local Variable:** A variable which is declared in the main declaration section of a program unit and may only be referenced within the program unit.
GLOSSARY (continued)

**Lower-Level Computer Software Component (LLCSC):** Shall consist of a logical grouping of other LLCSCs or Units. LLCSCs shall form the second-lowest level of the DOD-STD-2167A logical structure.

**Mission-Critical Function:** A feature essential to fulfilling the desired objectives of the system.

**Module:** A discrete unit of source code that can be compiled independently. A module is designed to perform a defined function and has a defined set of interfaces with any other portions of the program. Modules in Ada are 1) subprogram specification and body, 2) package specification and body, 3) generic instrumentation, 4) task specification and body, and 5) generic specification and body.

**Network:** A system of computers, terminals, and data bases that are linked/interconnected with the use of communication lines.

**Object:** An object contains a value. A program creates an object either by elaborating an object declaration or by evaluating an allocation. The declaration or allocator specifies a type for the object; the object can only contain values of that type.

**Package:** A package specifies a group of logically related entities, such as types, objects of those types, and subprograms with parameters of those types. It is written as both a package declaration and a package body. The package declaration has a visible part, containing the declarations of all entities that can be explicitly used outside the package. It may also have a private part containing structural details that complete the specification of the visible entities, but which are irrelevant to the user of the package. The package body contains implementations of subprograms (and possibly tasks and other packages) that have been specified in the package declaration. A package is one of the kinds of program unit.
Parameter: A parameter is one of the named entities associated with a subprogram, entry, or generic unit, and used to communicate with the corresponding subprogram body, accept statement, or generic body.

Project: A planned undertaking of something to be accomplished, produced, or constructed, having a finite beginning and a finite ending.

Software Development and Maintenance Environment (SDME): An integrated set of automated tools, computing machinery, guidance documents, and people that collectively support the creation and evolution of WIS software throughout its life cycle. The object of the SDME is to increase productivity and to improve software quality throughout the life cycle of WIS software.

Software Development Plan (SDP): This plan defines the software development approach, the management guidelines to be followed on the software project, the division of responsibilities between organizations working on the project, the technical status reporting responsibilities and formats, and other management practices.

Software Life Cycle: The period of time that starts when a software product is conceived and ends when the product is no longer available for use. The software life cycle typically includes a requirements phase, design phase, implementation phase, operational and maintenance phase, and sometimes, retirement phase.

Software Trouble Report (STR): A report which is initiated when a problem is encountered with a software product. The STR describes the symptoms/cause of the problem, the execution environment, and the problem originator. The STR is also used to document the problem resolution, action taken, and the individual(s) developing and verifying the fix.

Spare Memory: Main memory allocated for a program and which is not being used to store and process the program or its data.
Subprogram: A subprogram is either a procedure or a function. A procedure specifies a sequence of actions and is invoked by a procedure call statement. A function specifies a sequence of actions and also returns a value called the result, so a function call is an expression. A subprogram is written as a subprogram declaration, which specifies its name, formal parameters, and (for a function) its result; and a subprogram body which specifies the sequence of actions. The subprogram call specifies the actual parameters that are to be associated with the formal parameters. A subprogram is one of the kinds of program unit.

Subsystem: A self-contained portion of a system that performs one of the major system functions, usually with only minimal interaction with other portions of the system.

Synchronization: The process of ensuring that two or more components of a system are ready and capable of communicating with one another.

System: A group of units (hardware/software) combined to form a whole and to operate in unison to perform a desired function. The first level of the DOD-STD-2167A logical software hierarchy.

Test: The execution of documented procedures to verify a functional, performance, or human factors characteristic of a specified program or set of programs.

Top Level Computer Software Component (TLCSC): Shall consist of a logical grouping of Lower-Level Computer Software Components (LLCSC) or Units. TLCSC(s) shall form the fourth level of the DOD-STD-2167A logical software hierarchy.

Type: A type characterizes both a set of values, and a set of operations applicable to those values. A type definition is a language construct that defines a type. A particular type is either an access type, an array type, a private type, a record type, a scalar type, or a task type.
GLOSSARY (continued)

Unit: The lowest level of the DOD-STD-2167A logical hierarchy structure specified in the Detailed Design and which completely describes a function in sufficient detail to allow implementing code to be produced and tested independently of other Units. Units are the actual physical entities implemented in code.

Unit Test: This software development phase includes preparation and execution of unit test cases to verify that the individual code units function according to their design. Also see Unit.

APPENDIX A

Sample Rules for Tailoring Portability

The following rules represent a subset of the rules that can be used to prove the applicability or non-applicability of criteria, metrics and metric-elements comprising the factor Portability. The Confidence factors are shown in parentheses following the "then".

If
Need-for-Independence-P /* Criteria */
Then (1.0)
Need-for-Portability /* Factor */

if Plan-to-use-hardware-with-varying-word-size
then (1.0)
Need-machine-independence /* Metric */

if Plan-to-use-different-compiler(C)
and Compiler-is-really-different(C)
then (1.0)
Need-system-software-independence /* Metric */

if standard-subset-is-required /* Metric-element */
then (0.6)
not Compiler-is-really-different

if standard-subset-is-required
and standard-subset-is-defined /* Metric-element */
then (0.8)
not Compiler-is-really-different

if Mission-critical-application
then (0.5)
Ada-is-required

if Ada-is-required
then (1.0)
standard-subset-is-required
standard-subset-is-defined

if Plan-to-use-different-run-time-services
then (1.0)
Need-system-software-independence

if Plan-to-use-different-libraries
then (1.0)
Need-system-software-independence
if Plan-to-use-different-hardware
then (0.5)  
  Plan-to-use-hardware-with-varying-word-size

if Plan-to-use-different-hardware
then (0.6)  
  Plan-to-use-different-compiler

if Plan-to-use-different-hardware
then (0.8)  
  Plan-to-use-different-run-time-services

if  
  Need-machine-independence
then (1.0)  
  Need-independence

if  
  Need-system-software-independence
then (1.0)  
  Need-independence

if Plan-to-use-hardware-with-varying-word-size  
  and word-size-dependencies
then (1.0)  
  Need-to-port-machine-dependencies

if  
  Need-to-port-machine-dependencies
then (1.0)  
  Need-to-provide-dependent-services-in-software-layer  
  or Need-to-modify-code-to-run-on-different-hardware

if  
  Need-to-provide-dependent-services-in-software-layer
then (1.0)  
  Need-to-determine-functionality-of-dependent-services

if Need-to-determine-functionality-of-dependent-services
then (1.0)  
  Need-dependent-services-documetned-separately  
  or Need-to-locate-dependencies-and-determine-their-use

if Need-to-locate-dependencies-and-determine-their-use
then (0.7)  
  Need-comments-to-indicate-use-of-dependencies  
  and Need-comments-to-explain-use-of-dependencies

if Need-to-locate-dependencies-and-determine-their-use  
  and Dependencies-can-be-isolated-to-some-extent
then (0.8)  
  Need-Modularity
if Need-comments-to-indicate-use-of-dependencies then (1.0)
   Need-self-descriptiveness

if Need-comments-to-explain-use-of-dependencies then (1.0)
   Need-self-descriptiveness

if Need-to-modify-code-to-run-on-different-hardware
   and Dependencies-can-be-isolated-to-some-extent then (0.9)
   Need-Modularity